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Abstract

Term bindings in archetypes are at a boundary be-
tween health information models and health terminol-
ogy for dual model-based electronic health-care record
(EHR) systems. The development of archetypes and
the population of archetypes with bound terms is in its
infancy. Terminological binding is currently performed
“manually” by the teams who create archetypes. This
process could be made more efficient, if it was supported
by automatic tools. This paper presents a method for
evaluating the performance of automatic code search
approaches.

In order to assess the quality of the automatic
search, the authors extracted all the unique bound
codes from 1133 archetypes from an archetype repos-
itory. These “manually bound” SNOMED-CT codes
were compared against the codes suggested by the au-
thors’ automatic search and used for assessing the algo-
rithm’s performance in terms of accuracy and category
matching. The result of this study shows a sensitivity
analysis of a set of parameters relevant to the matching
process.

1. Introduction

The harmonisation of clinical data models and ter-
minology models is driven by advocates of both mod-
elling methodologies. One major challenge associated
with this work is the need to annotate the clinical infor-

mation with an appropriate concept from a terminol-
ogy to bring portability and interoperability. Recent
research interest on this topic has focused on using an
automatic means to annotate clinical information in
an electronic health record with concepts from exter-
nal terminology. The difference between annotating
free text in clinical notes and tagging clinical concepts
in modern EHRs is that data within modern EHRs
are organised by a structurally constrained information
model.

One information modelling approach that has been
gaining momentum employs so-called archetypes [4]
which express the views of clinical experts and contain
both structural and semantic constraints. SNOMED-
CT is a large medical terminology system. Members
of the openEHR organisation are working on provid-
ing links to SNOMED-CT terms within archetypes and
also to harmonise SNOMED and openEHR representa-
tions in order to deliver enhanced semantic interoper-
ability in e-health. A number of studies [8] [7] have al-
ready been conducted under the assumption that auto-
matic annotation with SNOMED-CT produces sound
and reliable outcomes. However there are few publi-
cations in the literature that report the effectiveness
of automatic SNOMED-CT binding methods in terms
of accuracy and reliability. Binding methods of this
type should also adapt to the constantly developing
SNOMED-CT to suit particular clinical scenarios.

Hence it is necessary to quantitatively evaluate the
performance of these annotation algorithms. This pa-
per builds upon a previously published tf-idf based



SNOMED-CT binding approach [11] and performs a
sensitivity analysis to evaluate the effectiveness of the
automatic binding process. The assessment can be ex-
tended to facilitate and promote the continuous im-
provement of binding algorithms in future work.

2. Background

An Archetype model could be considered as a type
of clinical meta-data model. Archetypes are clinician-
created meta-information models that describe con-
straints for data stored in an EHR. The archetype-
based approach is a promising EHR paradigm be-
cause with archetypes, medical knowledge can be sep-
arated from technical implementation. Due to the
nature of community-based development, archetypes
are created according to agreed medical definitions by
archetype modellers. Repositories with large numbers
of archetypes are being created and the difficulty asso-
ciated with managing archetypes is increasing. In the
future, the large amounts of clinical content described
by archetypes will need to be properly categorised and
users should have easy access to them [5].

On the other hand, SNOMED-CT is a multi-purpose
clinical vocabulary that consists of hundreds of thou-
sands carefully modelled medical concepts. Its sub-
stantial coverage of clinical content and phenomena
makes it a highly-rated external terminology for dis-
ambiguating and clarifying clinical statements. The
hierarchical structure of SNOMED-CT means that it
can be used as a classification system for various pur-
poses.

The association of archetype terms with exter-
nal terminology improves the semantic interoperability
during communication between different health organi-
sations. While archetypes contain their own definitions
of concepts, they can refer to formal terminology sys-
tem such as SNOMED-CT thus to reduce the ambigu-
ity in clinical data. Binding to commonly understood
SNOMED-CT terms facilitates common understand-
ing between diverse EHR systems and so promotes se-
mantic interoperability. Other benefits of annotating
archetypes with external terminology have been dis-
cussed elsewhere [10] [2]. However, due to the large
quantity of archetypes being created, purely manual
annotation is not appropriate to obtain relevant and
high quality bindings. Some form of automated sup-
port is necessary. Sound algorithms need to be created
to find appropriate SNOMED-CT concepts.

3. Related work

Lezcano [7] et. al., used a UMLS thesaurus utility,
comprising of a normalised string search to associate
archetype nodes with SNOMED-CT concepts. The
normalised search compares input strings with records
of a large built-in string index. The process of build-
ing indices of this type involves normalising terms in
a UMLS thesaurus so that strings can be compared in
a normalised way i.e ignore word sequence, tense etc.
Similar to a database keyword look-up, the output of
this type of binding process is largely dependent on its
index. Our experience of this tool is that the input
string has to be quite similar to the record for them to
match. The system often fails to produce any match if
the input query contains more words, given that some
word might not appear in the index.
Qamar [9] et al. adopted a multiple searching and

filtering approach to associate archetype nodes with
SNOMED-CT codes. Multiple natural language pro-
cessing tools such as GATE wordsense disambiguation
were used to aid the binding process. The filtering rules
were chosen based on judgement and then assessed by a
group of experts. However the assessment is not easily
scalable and it would be difficult to apply this algo-
rithm to other related research. By comparison, be-
cause the assessment relies on a resource created by
experts rather than the experts themselves, the contri-
bution presented here provides more quantitative and
re-applicable analysis of the binding method used to
annotate archetypes.

4. Algorithm evaluation

This paper aims to provide an initial demonstration
of an evaluation technique as an example to support fu-
ture studies which may utilise binding-assistance algo-
rithms of this type. The rating approach is applicable
for more complex algorithms. One reason for evaluat-
ing the comparatively simple algorithm shown here is
that the resources required for the algorithm are gener-
ally available for ubiquitous demonstration. The “gold
standard” that is used to assess the “effectiveness” of
the automatic binding suggestion, the bound codes in
archetypes, is publicly available for this method. An-
other reason, is that the method is convenient (using a
single tool Lucene) and transparent.
The previous work utilised a free text indexing tool

called Lucene[6] featuring the term frequency-inverse
document frequency (tf-idf ) weighting scheme to en-
able the ranking of search results. The tf factor is the
frequency of a term inside a document and the idf fac-
tor is the inverse of the frequency of a term among the



documents in the collection[1]. It was adapted in the
reported work to provide an automatic means to search
by archetype terms and suggest their best matches
in SNOMED-CT. The approach adopts the following
techniques, 1.All SNOMED-CT terms are indexed to
enable searching by free text. 2.Archetype terms are
extracted and queried against the index. 3.Results are
then generated to suggest a list of SNOMED-CT terms.
This automated binding mechanism could be seen

as an information retrieval (IR) system. In authors’
view, in order to use the generated binding sugges-
tions, an analysis of the underlying algorithm needs
to be conducted to quantitatively demonstrate its ac-
curacy. Precision and Recall [1] are used extensively
to evaluate IR algorithms. Recall is the fraction of rel-
evant items that have been retrieved over all relevant
items, which can be attached to the question. This re-
flects how many relevant items the algorithm managed
to collect. Precision is an indication of the fraction of
relevant items in a result set. It reflects the accuracy
of the algorithm.

5. Method of analysis

The evaluation of Information Retrieval methods
typically feature a collection of documents and a set
of queries, which are used to seek the “relevant” doc-
uments. Also, a set of known answers associated with
these queries indicate whether the document is relevant
to the query or not. All testing documents, queries
and answers are peer-reviewed by experts, in order
to test new IR methods. Examples of such standard
document collections include the Text Retrieval Con-
ference (TREC) collection for general free text doc-
ument retrieval and the Cystic Fibrosis collection for
medical text retrieval [1]. In this paper, analogously
to information retrieval, a “gold standard” is estab-
lished by extracting existing manually-selected codes
from the set of archetypes. These existing manually-
bound SNOMED-CT codes are used as a reference to
decide whether a search result has been successful or
not.
Because the returned answers will be ranked, this

study applied thresholds to trim the number of an-
swers, which were set at a range of different values
to establish the impact on the results. Observation
of performance related factors was made according to
different thresholds. The details of these two different
thresholds are described below.

∙ TopN a threshold to set the algorithm to
gather the maximum number of collect-able an-
swer(code)s

∙ MAJ a threshold to define at least how many in
a result set which are of the same category can be
considered the “majority”

6. Result

By setting the threshold to an intended range at
suitable data points, the following diagrams in Figure
1 were generated to show how the algorithm performed
by measuring the average recall and precision of all the
searches[11].
One may argue that under such conditions it is al-
ways a 1:1 mapping (1 archetype node is mapped to 1
SNOMED-CT code, thus the number of relevant codes
is 1) so the recall can be either 0 or 1. The precision
would be 0 or 1 divide by the number of codes in the
result set. The diagrams are not in the conventional
“precision versus recall” style because both are chang-
ing when different thresholds are applied. However the
value of calculating these figures can be seen in the
future when proper data sets are complete in which
case an archetype node may be associated with many
SNOMED-CT candidates 1:* (based on experts’ judge-
ment). Despite the small size of existing bound codes,
this study can still reveal the capabilities of whether it
retrieves the only relevant code or not.
Figure 1(a) shows the average recall of the algorithm
i.e the percentage of automated results that contain
matches for manually bound codes. The trend shows
that when more codes are retrieved, it is more likely
that the result set will include the code suggested by
the “gold standard”. Although the average recall re-
mained almost the same after the result set contained
20 and more codes. However more codes in a result set
also indicate more “noise” i.e lower precision.
Figure 1(b) shows the average precision of total

searches using the algorithm with different thresholds
at recall 1.0. The highest average precision value was
achieved at threshold value 1 which indicates the result
set consisted of only one code, i.e the top answer. The
reason for its rapid decline in the range of 1 to 10 is be-
cause although more codes were returned in the result
set, the chance of retrieving the relevant code did not
increase greatly. Only a few more searches retrieved
the relevant code when the size of the result set is big-
ger than 1. Therefore it is suggested that if this version
of the algorithm is to be used to automate the binding
process, 38.27% of its top answers can be considered
as reliable references. Despite the low accuracy of this
algorithm, better algorithms can be designed based on
a more mature data set.
Another type of comparison was conducted, which

took the majority of a result set and checked whether



(a) Average recall (b) Average precision

Figure 1: recall and precision versus number of codes in result sets

Figure 2: Comparing category of the majority and the
bound code

their SNOMED-CT category matched the category of
the bound code. The vertical axis in Figure 2 refers to
the number of any majority of returned codes in one
result set having the same category. The horizontal
axis represents the number of codes belonging to the
same category in a result set. For instance, where the
result set has 9 codes having the same category, the
chance would be 77.7% for it to match the category
of the bound code. The first 1,2,3 implies few codes
shared a category. The category is taken randomly
from any group of codes to match the bound code’s.
Where the majority codes dominated the result set, it
is more likely to match the bound code’s category in
SNOMED-CT. The first two figures illustrate that gen-
erally as more answers are included in a result set, it is
more likely to include the manually selected code. The
percentage of matches is an indicator that when results
of the search are used, only a fraction of them are ac-
curate. The third figure, however, shows that besides

examining exact matches, other interesting features of
the algorithm can be discovered. It reveals that there
is a stable growth of category matching between the
bound code and the majority of the result sets. It
therefore shows the potential of using this algorithm
to classify unbound archetype nodes.

7 Discussion

Many interpretations could be used to explain the
behaviour of the algorithm as shown in the diagrams.
However to a great extent the underlying tf-idf scheme
is playing an important role in the retrieval and ranking
of codes. Although a review of the tf-idf formula and
the vector-space model is not the focus of the paper,
insight of how results are ranked can benefit future
improvement. Equation 1 is the simplified formula for
calculating the scores of each returned result.

𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =
∑

𝑡

(𝑡𝑓 ∗ 𝑖𝑑𝑓 ∗ 𝐹𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟). (1)

The field factor is a score to give higher weight to
shorter terms. Equation 2 and equation 3 show how tf,
idf factors are calculated respectively for each query.

𝑡𝑓 = 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦
1
2 . (2)

𝑖𝑑𝑓 = 1 + log(
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝐷𝑜𝑐𝑠

𝑑𝑜𝑐𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 + 1
). (3)

e.g A search for “blood” will retrieve “Blood” as the
top answer in a result set containing the following
score in total 1068278 SNOMED-CT terms: 5.5406284.
By checking the factors from the result set, the fol-
lowing scores were obtained : tf=1.0; idf=5.5406284;
FieldFactor=1.0 (docFreq=11394, numDocs=1068278)
In this scenario, the number of words in a term is quite



small compared to document-like articles. Due to this
fact, term frequency tf tends to be 1.0 i.e no repeated
word in a single term. From the resulting score the fac-
tor with the highest impact seems to be the inverse doc-
ument frequency. This indicates that if a word appears
to be “common” which frequently occurs in SNOMED-
CT terms, then it will contribute less to the final score.
However other factors such as the field factor, matter
also. In the example given above, the top answer con-
sists of only one word “blood” which makes the field
factor much larger comparing to other answers with
more words. As a result of this basic conclusion, it
is suggested that since the idf factor is significant in
ranking and retrieving terms, a study of total terms in
SNOMED-CT and its distribution can help to improve
the results.

8. Future work

In the improved version of the binding algorithm,
various natural language processing techniques will
be added [3] such as synonym recognition and word
disambiguation among archetype terms. The struc-
ture of archetypes and reference model information
could also be made to influence future algorithms, by
incorporating information about the reference model
class and archetype path associated with an archetype
term to enhance the binding process. There are other
SNOMED-CT related changes that could be made, for
example, if an archetype is related to “Procedure”,
flags should be sent to indicate the results should give
higher relevance to “Procedure” hierarchy and its re-
lated concepts. An important feature of SNOMED-
CT, post-coordination, needs to be considered when no
result is suggested by the algorithm but also in some
cases where results are returned. However this use of
SNOMED-CT is rather advanced and requires more
domain knowledge so future development of automatic
post-coordinating SNOMED-CT codes should proceed
with caution.

Future work also involves investigating common
words in SNOMED-CT world and how their synonyms
are distributed. Because of the significance of idf, the
subsetting of SNOMED-CT terms could contribute to
specialised searching. This could also be combined
with other modifications of the algorithm, such as
boosting certain factors in the indexing and searching
phase, in order to retrieve more desired SNOMED-CT
codes.

9. Conclusion

This work has demonstrated that the authors bind-
ing algorithm exhibits an acceptable level of perfor-
mance. The evaluation approach reported here can
also be reapplied to analyse future potential automatic
binding algorithms and provide a means to assess them.
It is hoped and expected that the performance of dif-
ferent algorithms can be compared in this way. The
authors believe that this study can be the foundation
of exploiting IR and other medical text processing tech-
niques to benefit the archetype-SNOMED-CT binding
process.
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